
HANDBOOK FOR 
TRANSITORY TOWNS



First step in the planning of the project was 
to create a design manual; a handbook 
for transitory towns. 

The manual is based on the “Camp plan-
ning standards”; an emergency handbook 
for planned settlements made by the UN 
Refugee Agency (UNHCR). 

Based on the core idea that planning 
should happen ahead of a crisis instead of 
as a response to one, the process has been 
to take out useful parts from the existing 
handbook, basically by leaving out the bits 
that do not coincide with this new foun-
dation. The white text parts are re-writings 
of removed sections, the red markings are 
particularly important paragraphs, and the 
yellow stickers are my notes/comments.



Homes should be designed for people in transit and contain basic, practical functions, 
but there should also be space for personalization.
Transitory towns should be prepared for relocation as they are constructions for an 
ever-changing migration situation caused by unpredictable conflicts and climate condi-
tions.
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(T. 01)

Single 1  person
2-10 persons

10 persons10 singles or  
1-5 familiesCollective

Community 100 persons10 collectives

10 communitiesNeighborhood

Town

1000 persons

x neighborhoods <

1 x single person
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T. 03
3 latrines per collective (10 persons)



6 per 100 persons 

(use existing hospitals)
town

neighborhood

neighborhood
(use existing institutions)

 1x Transit Center
Receives calls from coming 
inhabitants and prepares the 
temporary homes 1x Transit Center

(T. 03)



Where possible the towns should be located on water; a city of floating islands attached to an 
existing city structure. This will enable the whole settlement to; adapt to changing weather con-
ditions and water levels, connect to existing facilities and logistics, detach itself from its location 
when it is needed elsewhere.
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And a new ferry system that connects with existing city.
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